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Abstract With the scaling down of field-effect transistors (FETs) to improve their performance, 3D vertical
surrounding gate structure has drawn great attention. On the other hand, concerning the channel materials,
InAs nanowires (NWs) have been demonstrated to have great potential in FET due to their high mobility
and other excellent electrical properties. Here, we report the first all-metal electrodes vertical gate-allaround (VGAA) FET fabricated using self-catalyzed selective grown InAs NWs array grown by metal organic
chemical vapor deposition. A typical transistor we fabricated has an on-state current larger than 37 µA/µm
when the drain voltage and gate voltage are +0.6 V and +3.0 V, respectively, and an on-off ratio over
3 orders of magnitudes. We have measured 34 transistors in total, and most of them have the on-off ratio
between 102 and 104 . Annealing is observed to improve the contact property, increase the on-state current,
but decrease the on-off ratio. The ways to improve the performance of InAs NW VGAA FET are discussed.
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1

Introduction

With the scaling down of field-effect transistors (FETs), 3D vertical surrounding gate structure has
drawn broad research interest because it provides the best gate controllability and has great potential
in increasing switching speed, reducing layout area and reducing channel length [1–3]. Gate-all-around
(GAA) structure has been suggested by international technology roadmap for semiconductors (ITRS) as
one of possible future device structures and many researchers have been working on related projects [4–7].
Theoretical studies have indicated that vertical nanowire (NW) GAA metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS)
FETs have better scaling down ability and weaker short channel effect than planar NW FETs [8–10].
Semiconductor InAs NW is a promising alternative channel material in further high performance electronic devices because of its excellent electronic properties, such as high electron mobility, high electron
injection velocity, small effective mass and easily formed ohmic contact with metals caused by Fermi level
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pinning near the bottom of its conductive band [11–15]. However, due to the complicated fabrication process of vertical gate-all-around (VGAA) FETs, only a few groups have reported the VGAA FETs based
on InAs NWs [5, 6, 16–19]. Using core-multishell NW channels, Hokkaido’s group has realized VGAA
transistors with subthreshold swing (SS) of 68 mV/dec [17]. In their devices, the bottom electrode is the
whole Si substrate, and the gate electrode and the bottom electrode are only separated by a layer of SiO2
plus a layer of HfAlO. Such device structure avoids the trouble of making individual bottom electrode,
but has large parasitic effects and is unsuitable for radio frequency (RF) devices. Based on InAs NWs
arrays, VGAA FETs have been fabricated by Lund’s group [5,16,18] and RF characteristics with a cutoff
frequency of ft =103 GHz and a maximum frequency of fmax =155 GHz have been achieved through finger
contacts [6]. In these InAs NW VGAA FETs, the bottom electrode is the patterned heavily doped InAs
layer and a low-k material layer is added between the gate and the bottom electrodes. These structures
reduce the parasitic effects and contribute to the good RF performance of their devices [6, 7]. Besides,
Au nanoparticles have been used as catalysts to better control the position and growth of InAs NWs [20].
However, it is well known that metals like Au are not compatible with Si technology. In addition, special
technique is needed to grow the patterned heavily-doped InAs layer. Recently, InAs NWs have been fabricated on Si substrate directly without metal catalyst [21–23]. We developed a new process to fabricate
VGAA FETs based on InAs NWs arrays self-catalyzed grown by metal organic chemical vapor deposition
(MOCVD). The self-catalyzed NW growth makes our process compatible with Si technology at least to
the stage after the NW growth. The patterned all-metal electrodes of the FETs reduce the parasitic
effects introduced when using the whole substrate as the bottom electrode, and is not limited by the
pre-fabricated III-V bottom layer. A typical InAs NW VGAA FET we fabricated has an on-state current
larger than 37 µA/µm and an on-off ratio over 3 orders of magnitudes with the NW diameter being
around 90 nm. Annealing is observed to improve the contact property, increase the on-state current, but
decrease the on-off ratio of the FETs. The ways to improve the performance of InAs NW VGAA FET
are discussed.

2
2.1

Device fabrication methods
Self-catalyzed selective grown InAs NWs array

To avoid using metal catalysts, we use self-catalyzed grown NWs to fabricate VGAA FETs. To control
the positions of the InAs NWs, we first fabricate patterned substrate with hole arrays [23]. After spincoating a layer of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) on a 20 nm thick SiO2 film on Si (111) substrate,
hole array patterns were defined by electron beam lithography (EBL, Raith 150). Then the chips were
wet etched by buffered oxide etchant (BOE, NH4 F:HF=7:1) at 30◦ C for 32 s to form holes in the SiO2
film. Finally, the PMMA layer was removed by acetone. In each array, there are 80 holes with diameter
around 110 nm and the distance between the holes is 500 nm.
InAs NWs arrays were grown on the Si substrate with hole arrays by a close-coupled shower head
MOCVD system (AAIXTRON Ltd.) under 133 mbar chamber pressure, using trimethylindium (TMIn)
and arsine (AsH3 ) as the precursors [21]. Just before the substrates were loaded into the growing chamber,
they were wet etched by BOE again to remove the newly formed native SiO2 at the bottom of the holes.
Ultra-high-purity hydrogen (H2 ) was used as the carrier gas, and the total flow velocity of H2 was 12 slm.
InAs NWs were grown at 565◦ C for 110 s with TMIn and AsH3 flow-rates being 0.8×10−6 mol/min and
2.0×10−4 mol/min, respectively. After the growth, the samples were cooled down to room temperature
under AsH3 agent. The InAs NWs grown from the Si substrate in the holes have a diameter between 80
to 100 nm, with the average diameter being about 90 nm, which is smaller than that of the holes. This is
due to the Indium droplets self-catalyzed growth mechanism of III-V NWs [24], according to which the
nucleation of the NWs is not fully decided by the diameter of the holes. The average length of the NWs
is controlled by growing time to be about 1.2 µA, as shown in Figure 1. We observe that if the NWs
were too long, they would fall down or get together easily during the device fabrication process. If the
NWs were too short, there would be no room to finish the whole device fabrication process. Figure 1(a)
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Figure 1 (a) SEM image of one InAs NWs array (tilted at 30◦ ); (b) a high magnification SEM image of InAs NWs (tilted
at 30◦ ); (c) a high-resolution TEM image of one typical InAs NW, the arrow points the growing direction.

is a scanning electron microscopy (SEM, FEI, Quanta 600) image taken with 30◦ tilting showing that
only one NW grown in each hole. It also shows that in some holes there is no NW, probably due to
some resident SiO2 at the bottom of the holes. Figure 1(b) illustrates the NWs are straight and have
smooth surface. The atomic level structures of the InAs NWs were characterized by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM, FEI, Tecnai F20), and Figure 1(c) shows the image of a typical NW. The NWs have
a mixed phase structure with a lot stacking faults separating the wurtzite (WZ) and zinc-blended (ZB)
phases, and the growing direction of the NW is along h111iZB/h0001iWZ direction.
2.2

VGAA FETs fabrication

To fabricate the bottom electrode, we directly deposited a layer of Ti/Al/W (5/40/60 nm) on the NW
arrays by sputtering in a physical vapor deposition instrument (Kurt J. Lesker company, PVD 75).
Figures 2(a) and (b) show schematically the sample before and after depositing the bottom electrode.
We chose sputtering instead of electron beam deposition (EBD) to deposit the bottom metal electrode
due to the following two reasons. One is that the metal film deposited by sputtering can wrap around
the whole NWs, although the thickness of the metal layer on the sidewall of the NWs is only about 1/3
of that on the bottom plane. The other reason is that sputtered metal atoms have relatively high energy,
so that can remove or penetrate the native oxide layer and form good contact with the InAs NWs. It is
known that solutions like sulfur ammonia or HCl can remove the native oxide layer of InAs. However, we
observed that wet etching could bring down the vertical NWs at this step through the surface tension of
liquid. Therefore, we did not remove the native oxide layer by wet etching before depositing the bottom
metal electrode.
The shape and size of the bottom electrode were then defined by ultraviolet (UV) photolithography
(SUSS, MJB4) using photoresist S1813. The metal layers outside the electrode area were removed step
by step as followed. The top metal W was first etched by reactive ion etching (RIE, SENTECH, Etchlab
200) using a mixture gas of SF6 and Ar (total pressure: 10 Pa, SF6 : 45 sccm, Ar: 10 sccm). Then, Al
and Ti layers were removed by wet etching with MF-319 developer (Microposit) for 1.5 min. Wet etching
is acceptable at this stage because the NWs have been covered and supported by the bottom metal layer
and the photoresist S1813 layer. Considering the bottom electrode should be compatible with the later
processes to fabricate the VGAA NW FETs, we deliberately chose Ti/Al/W as the bottom electrode
metals mainly due to the following reasons. Ti is well known to have good wetting property so that can
form a good adhesion layer between InAs NWs and the outer layer metals. It has also been proved that
Ti can form good contact with InAs NWs [12]. Metal Al could resist dry etching so that can protect InAs
NWs in the RIE process to remove W. W layer can protect Ti/Al and InAs NWs in the later wet etching
process using BOE to remove the gate oxide layer. Besides, it is easy to remove W from the sidewall of
NWs by RIE, which is needed to accurately define the length of the electrodes wrapped around the NWs
in the next step. Figure 2(b) is a schematic image of the sample after defining the pattern of the bottom
electrode and removing the S1813 layer.
The sample was then spin-coated by a thick layer of S1813 again and the height of the bottom electrodes
wrapping around the NWs was defined by etching back the S1813 layer to a certain thickness less than
400 nm using oxygen plasma etching, as shown in Figure 2(c). The metals covering the sidewall of the
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Figure 2 Schematic diagrams showing the fabrication process of VGAA FETs. (a) The self-catalyzed NWs array; (b) the
sample after depositing the bottom metal (Ti/Al/W) and defining the bottom electrode; (c) the sample after defining the
height of the bottom electrode with S1813; (d) the sample after removing the metal on the NWs using RIE and wet etching;
(e) the sample after fabricating the spacer layer between the bottom and gate electrodes; (f) the sample after depositing
HfO2 layer using ALD; (g) the sample after depositing and definiting the gate electrode; (h) the sample after fabricating
the spacer layer between the gate and top electrodes; (i) the sample after removing the HfO2 on the top part of InAs NWs;
(j) the sample after defining vias and removing the gate oxide in the vias; (k) the sample after depositing the top metal
layer; (l) the sample after separating the three electrodes and finishing the fabrication of the VGAA FETs.

InAs NWs were then removed by dry etching and wet etching as described above. The remaining S1813
was then removed by immersing the sample into acetone. Figures 2(d) and 3(a) show the schematic
image and SEM image of the sample after finishing the bottom electrodes fabrication.
Next, a new S1813 layer was spin-coated, solidified at 200◦ C for 45 min, and finally etched to about
500 nm thick as shown in Figure 2(e). This S1813 layer is the low-k dielectric spacer layer between the
bottom and gate electrodes, which can reduce the parasitic capacitance and improve the performance of
the device. The solidified S1813 can resist acetone in the following fabrication processes.
To fabricate the gate oxide, 20 nm HfO2 was grown at 90◦ C by atomic layer deposition (ALD, Cambridge Technology) to conformally cover the spacer and the NWs, as shown in Figure 2(f). Next, 60 nm
thick W was sputtered onto the HfO2 layer as the gate electrode. The shape and the size of the gate electrode were then defined by photolithography and RIE etching similar to that described above. Figures 2(g)
and 3(b) are the schematic image and SEM image showing the sample after fabricating the gate electrode.
As can be seen from the SEM image, the sidewall of the HfO2 -covered NWs is covered uniformly by the
gate metal. The rough surface of the bottom plane is due to the rough surface of the S1813 layer after
being etched by oxygen plasma. The length of the gate was then defined using similar method defining
the height of the bottom electrode as described above. Briefly, a thick S1813 layer was spin-coated and
then etched to less than 400 nm thick using oxygen plasma, and then the gate length was defined by
etching W using RIE. After that, the S1813 was removed in acetone.
Next, the low-k dielectric spacer layer between the top electrode and gate electrode was fabricated by
spin-coating a S1813 layer, solidifying it at 200◦C for 45 min, and then etching it to about 500 nm thick
by oxygen plasma etching. Figure 2(h) shows schematically the sample structure after this step. Then,
we etched the HfO2 layers covering the top part of the NWs by using BOE, as shown in Figure 2(i).
Before fabricating the top electrode, we first made vias by UV photolithography and oxygen plasma
in order to connect the bottom electrode and the gate electrode to the top layer. We then removed the
HfO2 layers at the bottom of the vias to expose the metal electrodes. Figure 2(j) shows schematically the
sample after this step and after dissolving the S1813 used in the photolithography process. Next, a top
metal layer was deposited by sputtering Ti/W/Au (5/60/150 nm), as shown in Figure 2(k). The source,
gate and drain pads were then separated by photolithography and the following etching processes. The
top Au layer was firstly wet etched by gold etchant (KI, d=1.2924 g/mL at 25◦ C). Then the middle W
layer was etched by RIE. Finally, the metal Ti layer was etched by BOE.
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Figure 3 (a) SEM image of the sample after fabricating the bottom electrodes; (b) SEM image of the sample after
depositing the gate metal; (c) SEM image of one VGAA FET; (d) SEM image of VGAA FETs array; (e) the schematic
diagrams of the cross sectional structure of a VGAA device (top diagram) and the equivalent circuit of the center part of
a device (bottom diagram); (f) the cross sectional SEM of a VGAA device marked by fake colors. Only one NW in the
device is shown to be clear. The left two images are the enlarged images of the areas outlined in the main image.

So far, the VGAA devices are completely fabricated. Figure 3(c) is a top view SEM image of one
VGAA FET and Figure 3(d) shows the devices array on one chip, both images were taken with 30◦
tilting. Figure 3(e) shows the structure of the devices schematically. A cross section sample was made
by focused ion beam (FIB, FEI Strata DB 235) and SEM images were taken with the NW being tilted to
52◦ relative to the electron beam direction. Figure 3(f) shows the cross section SEM image of a VGAA
FET with different layer being marked by fake colors. The inserts in Figure 3(f) show the details of the
electrode layers. It can be seen that the diameter of the InAs NW in this typical device is 95 nm, the
effective gate length is about 350 nm and the length between source and drain is 580 nm. We have totally
fabricated 34 VGAA FETs successfully.

3
3.1

Results and discussion
Electrical properties of the VGAA NW FETs

The electrical properties of the VGAA NW FETs were measured using a cryogenic probe station (LakeShore, TTP4) and semiconductor characterization system (Keithley, 4200). Figure 4 shows the output and
transfer curves of one typical VGAA InAs NW FET measured when the top and bottom electrodes were
used as the drain and source electrodes, respectively. This NWs array contains 30 InAs NWs and the
average diameter is 90 nm. The drain current (Id ) has been normalized by perimeter, and is 37 µA/µm
when the drain voltage (Vd ) is +0.6 V and the gate voltage (Vg ) is +3 V. This normalized drain current
value is lower than that in the previous study [6]. The reason will be explained in the latter part. From
the transfer curve, the device has an on-state current of 30 µA/µm and an off-state current (we define the
lowest current within the gate voltage range we measured as the off-state current) of 6 × 10−3 µA/µm.
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(Color online) (a) The output curves and (b) the transfer curve of a typical VGAA FET.

Thus, the on-off ratio of this FET is 5×103, which is more than 3 orders of magnitude. In total, we
have successfully fabricated 34 VGAA NW FETs. Twenty of them have the on-off ratio being more than
2 orders of magnitudes. The largest on-off ratio is about 4×104 , which is more than 4 orders of magnitude. Besides, most of the VGAA devices have the on-state current distributing between 2 µA/µm and
20 µA/µm (when Vd =+0.5 V).
It is worth noting that the devices have asymmetric Id –Vd characteristics that the drain current under
positive drain bias is larger than that under negative drain bias. We attribute these characteristics to
the asymmetric barriers at the bottom and the top contacts. Normally, NW FETs with contact barriers
can be treated as two back-to-back diodes in series with a channel resistance, which is controlled by
gate voltage, as shown in the lower diagram in Figure 3(e) [25]. The total equivalent resistance can be
calculated by the following equations:
R+ = RDT (on) + Rchannel + RDB (off),

(1)

R− = RDB (on) + Rchannel + RDT (off),

(2)

where R+ and R− are the equivalent total resistances when the drain bias is positive and negative,
respectively. RDT (on) and RDB (on) are the equivalent on-state resistances, and RDT (off) and RDB (off)
are the equivalent off-state resistances of the diodes on the top and the bottom ends, respectively. Rchannel
is the equivalent resistance of the InAs NW channel controlled by the gate voltage. Since the current
under positive drain voltage is larger than that under negative drain voltage, R+ is smaller than R− .
Considering the large on-off ratio of our FETs, the equivalent on-state resistance is much smaller than
the equivalent off-state resistance of diodes, and so that can be omitted. For a certain gate voltage, it is
reasonable to assume that Rchannel is the same in (1) and (2), so that it can be derived
RDT (off) > RDB (off).
This result indicates the barrier at the top contact is higher (or thicker) than that at the bottom
contact.
There are several possible explanations for the high contact barrier at the top end. First, during the
device fabrication process, there is no intentional step to remove the native oxide of the InAs NWs.
Although the native oxide layer could also be removed when we etched the HfO2 layer on the top of
the NWs, as shown in Figure 2(i), the InAs NWs could be covered by a new native oxide again before
depositing the top layer metals, as the samples had been exposed to air before they were moved into the
sputtering chamber. Second, the samples have been heat treated at 200◦ C for 45 min for two times to
solidify the low-k S1813 spacer layers below and above the gate electrode. These heat treatments could
improve the contact properties of the bottom contact, so that reduce the barrier height (or width) at the
bottom end. However, the top contact was fabricated after these two heat treatments, so that could not
be improved by the annealing processes. Third, the metal combination at the bottom end (Ti/Al/W)
might be better than that at the top end (Ti/W/Au), since Al and W metal have different work functions
of 4.28 eV and 4.55 eV, respectively.
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Figure 5 (Color online) Comparison of the electrical performance of the same VGAA FET before and after annealing.
(a) The output curves before annealing; (b) the output curves after annealing; (c) the transfer curve before annealing. The
inset is the same curve in logarithmic coordinate; (d) the transfer curve after annealing.

3.2

The properties of the VGAA NW FETs after annealing

In order to improve the properties of the VGAA InAs NW FETs, we annealed the devices in N2 atmosphere at 300◦ C for 15 min. Figure 5 shows the electrical characteristics of a typical VGAA InAs NW
FET measured before and after annealing. The threshold voltage does not change after annealing. Before
annealing, when Vg is +3 V, the drain current Id at Vd =+0.6 V is 20 times larger than the value of Id at
Vd =−0.6 V and there is an obvious exponential rising trend when Vd is positive, indicating the existence
of a potential barrier. The on-state current and off-state current of this device before annealing are
6 µA/µm and 1×10−4 µA/µm at Vd =0.5 V. After annealing, the drain current increased about 3 times
at Vd =+0.6 V and Vg =+3 V, and the output curve became linear and almost symmetric. These results
indicate the properties of both the top and bottom contacts have been improved by the annealing. From
the transfer curves, it can be seen that both the on-state and off-state currents increased while the on-off
ratio decreased drastically to be smaller than two after annealing.
The improved contact property and larger on-state current can be attributed to the reduction of the
barrier height (or width) at the contact. During the annealing, the metal atoms in the electrodes could
diffuse into the native oxide layer (which has not been removed completely or newly formed just before
depositing the electrode metals) and finally reach the InAs NW to form good contact. Thus, the device
characteristics after annealing are closer to the intrinsic behavior of InAs NWs FETs than that before
annealing. The small on-off ratio after annealing could be caused by the large diameter (about 90 nm) of
the InAs NWs in the present VGAA FETs. It is always difficult to get a good electrostatic control from
the gate when the channel is thick in a MOSFET. It has been proved through planar devices that InAs
NW FETs based on thicker NWs have smaller on-off ratio [26]. To evaluate the properties of the FETs
based on the present InAs NWs, we also fabricated planar InAs NW MOSFETs using Ti/W (5/70 nm)
as the source and drain electrodes, the Si substrate as the global back gate electrode and the 300 nm SiO2
as the gate dielectric layer, as shown in the inset of Figure 6(a). The metal electrodes were deposited by
sputtering and the native oxide layer has not been removed in order to imitate the VGAA FETs case.
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Figure 6 (Color online) (a) The output curves of a typical planar MOSFET based on single InAs NW with large diameter,
and the insert is the SEM image of the same device; (b) the transfer curve of the same device in (a).

The diameter of the NW in a typical planar MOSFET is 82 nm, characterized by atomic force microscopy
(AFM). The channel length is 400 nm, just a little bit longer than that of the VGAA FETs. The devices
have not been annealed. Figure 6 shows the output and transfer curves of a typical planar InAs NW
FET. As shown in Figure 6(a), the output curves are linear and symmetric, indicating a good contact
property at both the contacts. Shown in Figure 6, the on-state current is around 155 µA/µm; the on-off
ratio of the planar MOSFET is less than 2, similar to that of the VGAA FETs after annealing. We have
fabricated 20 planar MOSFETs and all of them have such small on-off ratio. These results support that
the small on-off ratio of the annealed VGAA FETs is mainly due to the large diameter of the InAs NWs.
The largest on-off ratio of the present VGAA FETs before annealing is similar to that in Lund’s
study with self-aligned gate structure (4 orders of magnitudes in [18]), but is much larger than that in
their devices with normal GAA structure (on-off ratio is 50 before annealing in [27]). After annealing,
the present devices show the on-off ratio similar to Lund’s devices after annealing, which also reduced
dramatically to about 2.5 when the diameter of the NW is 35 nm [27]. The reduced on-off ratio after
annealing in our study can be attributed to the improved contact properties and the large diameter of
InAs NWs.
The highest drain current of our VGAA NW FETs before annealing (37 µA/µm, Vd =+0.5 V, Vg =
+3.0 V) is obviously smaller than that reported by Lund’s group (about 450 mA/mm when Vd =+0.8 V,
Vg =+0.5 V in [6], and 149 mA/mm when Vd =+0.8 V, Vg =+1.5 V in [27]). The smaller on-state current
of the present VGAA NW FETs could be due to the following reasons. There could be a large contact
resistance even after annealing in the present devices. In Lund’s reports, the InAs NWs have been grown
on heavily doped InAs layer with metal catalysts [6], which ensure good contacts with the bottom and the
top electrodes. In the present study, although annealing can improve the contact property, the contact
resistance is still large and needs to be reduced further. The present NWs have a lot stacking faults,
as can be seen in Figure 1(c). These defects might cause a lower conductivity of the present NWs, so
that even the on-state current in the planar FETs is just around 155 µA/µm, which is still lower than
that in the previous studies. Besides, the present VGAA FETs have a long ungated part of the NWs,
which could also affect the electrical properties of the devices. Therefore, to further improve the electrical
properties of VGAA InAs NW FETs, we suggest the following studies need to be done: reducing the
diameter of the InAs NWs, improving the quality of the InAs NWs, improving the contact properties,
decreasing the channel length and reducing the ungated part of the InAs NWs.

4

Conclusion

We develop a method to fabricate VGAA FETs based on InAs NWs arrays grown by self-catalyzed
MOCVD. All the electrodes (source, drain and gate) in our VGAA FETs are metal electrodes fabricated
through microfabrication processes, so that no prefabricated III-V layer is needed for the bottom electrodes. The well-defined separated source, drain and gate electrodes and the low-k spacer layers between
the electrode layers can reduce the parasitic effects.
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We have successfully fabricated 34 VGAA InAs NW FETs. The highest drain current in our devices is
37 µA/µm when Vd is +0.6 V and Vg is +3 V. Most of the VGAA devices have an on-off ratio being more
than 2 orders of magnitude. The largest on-off ratio is more than 4 orders of magnitude. Most of the
VGAA devices have the on-state current distributing between 2 µA/µm and 20 µA/µm (at Vd =+0.5 V).
Asymmetric and nonlinear output curves were measured initially due to the contact barriers. Analysis
suggests the top contact is worse than the bottom contact. After annealing the devices at 300◦ C in
N2 atmosphere, the drain current increases obviously and the output curves become roughly symmetric
and linear due to the improved contacts. However, the on-off ratio is observed to reduce obviously after
annealing. Through studying planar MOSFETs based on InAs NWs having similar diameters as in the
VGAA FETs, we confirm that the low on-off ratio of the annealed FETs is the intrinsic character of the
InAs NWs FETs based on NWs having large diameter.
We suggest, to improve the electrical properties of VGAA devices, NWs with smaller diameter are
needed, and the channel length and the ungated part of the NWs need to be reduced.
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